Gordon Robertson is a Third Wave follower who has the anointing of Shakti Kundalini power. He gives an “impartation” of sharti power releasing it upon Hiedi Baker while meeting to teach unsuspecting Christians about Soaking prayers at 700 Club. This alien spirit works on the flesh of humans reducing their faith to zero in upon their emotions and sensations that sends waves of physical sensations of heat throughout their bodies. This is called Kundalini fire. It’s like a giant spiritual orgasm that ensnares the person to become chained by the evil spirits to desire to stir their emotions. They lose their ability to spiritually connect to the Spirit of Jesus. The strange fire being presented by Gordon and Heidi, is not the true gospel. Jesus told us to worship Him in the spirit and with truth.

You must believe that Satan and his demons are real before you can be effective in attacking their evil work. You have two spirits that are working for your soul, the Spirit of God and the spirit of the Devil. The Bible says, in 1st JOHN 4:1, “Beloved, believe not every SPIRIT, but test the SPIRITS to determine whether or not they are of GOD, because many false prophets have gone out into the world.”

This Shakti Power that is being promoted by Gordon is easily transferred by what occultist call a “Strange” touch. Bishop Samuel Kanco, former wizard, teaches that the “strange touch” is
exactly how witches and wizards transfer demonic spirits into people. He claimed that a wizard could get into a cashier’s line and simply touch a person standing in front to transform a demon into that person.

The Bible says, 1 Timothy 5:22, “Lay hands suddenly on no man, neither be partaker of other men's sins: keep thyself pure.”

Infected Kundalini victims call it “impartation” of the power. In reality, it is transference of the Eastern Religious Kundalini Shakti power of cobra snake spirits. You will be able to literally to see how this eastern religious spirit is being transferred causing Christians to be transformed into silly Christians who no longer possess God’s power to convert people to the real Jesus. Instead, they are being conquered by an alien spirit. When Jesus and His blood sacrifice are no longer at the center of one’s message, it no longer is the Christian gospel.

2 Corinthians 11:4 – “For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not preached, or if ye receive another spirit, which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye have not accepted, ye might well bear with him.” KJV

It would be wise for you to bind the powers of deceiving devils from trying to give you an “impartation” of this evil spirit and then ask Jesus to “Open your eyes to see and ears to hear, the truth of this video. It is full of Kundalini spirits.

http://event.cbn.com/spiritualgifts/event/?EventID=11

Heidi, go on, get wasted.

Gordon speaks of this strange fire impartation as, “IT”. “Can you give “IT” to the people Heidi? Do you have “IT”. “DID YOU GET “IT” EVERYDAY? The Holy Ghost is not an “IT” In point of fact, “IT” is the name of another pagan god. (I will speak of this later). 

Notice in the beginning, Hiedi Baker is lightly manifesting in the above film. Then she really got under a super spell of the Kundalini ‘energy” when Gordon touched her. She instantaneously started shaking uncontrollably and goofy laughing and going into a Kundalini frenzy. Slithering to the floor, she proceeded put on an idiotic fleshy show that is demeaning to attribute it the Holy Ghost. The Kundalini awakening is a paranormal experience that does make the flesh feel good and the person sinks into animalistic behavior; the strange sounds that Heidi is making with her vibrating tongue turns out to be the sound of Egyptian Mau cat.

“Heidi, are you having fun,” asked Gordon? “Touch Marguerite and pass “IT” on to her.” The other woman, Marguerite Evans immediately started manifesting and reacted after Hiedi touched her “impartment” (transferring Kundalini snake demon) into her. This ungodly spirit Kundalini is passed around as easily as people swapping spit at a kissing party.
The weirdest factor of this supernatural experience is that Gordon’s personality and tone was like robotic without a trace of emotion.

“Oh, just get wasted . . . get wrecked” Gordon instructs. He is using worldly terminology which are usually attributed to alcoholics. Of course people who have not been indoctrinated into this crazy demonic spirit, do not have a clue of what is happening. Many probably come to the conclusion that Christians are simply drinking whisky on television. No wonder secular people think Christians are stupid.

The infected “Woe” Kundalini women, hiss similar to hissing snakes as they touch the people to “GIVE “IT” AWAY.”

Did you hear Hiedi in her Kundalini manifestation of euphoria say the word Charka? What does it mean?

**The Chakras Portal**

Chakras are the sacred centers within that carry us on our journey toward greater awareness and aliveness. As the architecture of the soul, they provide an important map for our wholeness and transformation, both personally and globally. As an ancient spiritual system, they show the path to enlightenment and integration.¹

Did Heidi use her Hindu mantra during her demonic manifestation? In Hinduism when they meditate they use a mantra which is calling on the name of a demon god which will give the power for the transformation.

A mantra is a sound, syllable, word, or group of words that are considered capable of "creating transformation" (cf. spiritual transformation).¹

Did Heidi reveal the name of her mantra? The mantra also becomes the spirit guide.

**The Similarity of the Outward Method**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Kundalini</strong></th>
<th><strong>Toronto Blessing</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadly speaking there are two radically different direct approaches to awakening kundalini. One approach requires initiation by a guru and relies upon a technique called shaktipat, or &quot;descent of shakti.&quot; It is variously called: Siddha Mahayoga, Kundalini Mahayoga or Sahaja Yoga (Spontaneous Yoga)...</td>
<td>Shaktipat means &quot;the descent of power (literally: kundalini)&quot;. The most common form of shaktipat is a touch by the guru on the individual's forehead. This is exactly the method that is used greatly to impart the &quot;anointing&quot;, for example by Rodney Howard-Browne. This is also the most common way to receive the power.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While not every long-term student ... necessarily shows signs of kundalini awakening it is amazing how many people have had instant awakenings of kundalini through initiation from siddha gurus...

¹ [http://www.sacredcenters.com/chakras](http://www.sacredcenters.com/chakras)
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The Contagiousness of the Phenomena

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kundalini</th>
<th>Toronto Blessing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is no doubt that shakti is contagious. The mere presence of a single being whose shakti is strongly active can awaken the shakti of those around him. Similarly being in the presence of many people whose shakti is awakened to some degree can awaken one's own shakti.</td>
<td>The &quot;anointing&quot; is known to be contagious by nature and easily transferred from one to another. John Arnott compared it to a &quot;spiritual virus&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Siddha Mahayoga FAQ: Can one receive shaktipat just by being in the presence of those with awakened shakti?]</td>
<td>It also spreads from men to men in macro scale (between towns) and occasionally regionally even in smaller scale (in the midst of a meeting, for example when the members of a group of people keeping anothers by hand fall simultaneously).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syncretism a world view, the combination of different forms of belief and/or practice; see also eclecticism, and cafeteria religion. The combining or merging and synthesizing of religions or religious beliefs, practices, and philosophies. This results in new or hybrid religions that are composed of diverse elements of the religions from which they were derived.  

"What is soaking prayer?"

**Answer:** Since the 1990s there has been an increased focus on mysticism within various segments of Christianity bordering on the esoteric. These mystical experiences expand the division between a "factual faith" and a "felt faith," and threaten to replace sound biblical teaching with emotion-driven response. Soaking prayer is one such mystical activity. It is described as resting in God's presence. This is accomplished by playing some gentle worship songs, either sitting or lying down, and praying short, simple prayers for an extended period of time, but otherwise keeping your mind free of other thoughts. At the point when you sense God's presence through some type of manifestation like tingling skin, a sensation of heat or cold, or even a gentle wind seemingly blowing through your body, you are to just "soak" in that presence.  

---

2 http://godnet.org/cult.htm
3 http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/Dark%20Secrets.%201.pdf
4 http://www.gotquestions.org/soaking-prayer.html
Kundalini Energy & Christian Spirituality (the same as contemplative or soaking prayer) Ray Yungen Kundalini is a Hindu term for the mystical power or force that underlies their spirituality. In Hinduism it is commonly referred to as the serpent power. Philip St. Romain, a substance abuse counselor and devout Catholic lay minister, began his journey while practicing contemplative prayer or resting in the still point, as he called it. What happened to him following this practice should bear the utmost scrutiny from the evangelical community—especially from our leadership. Having rejected mental prayer as "unproductive" he embraced the prayer form that switches off the mind, creating what he described as a mental passivity. What he encountered next underscores my concern with sobering clarity. Read more... Kundalini Energy and Christian Spirituality

Kundalini Caduceus and Related Symbology
DNA, Snakes, Dragons, Creation

* * * * * *

"Some of these phenomena are obvious: weeping, cries, exuberant and prolonged expressions of praise, shaking, trembling, calmness, bodily writhing and distortions, falling over (sometimes referred to as 'being slain in the Spirit'), laughter and jumping. Other phenomena are more subtle: slight trembling, fluttering of the eyelids, faint perspiring, sheen on the face, ripples on the skin, deep breathing..." Wimber also said that people sometimes experience a sense of heaviness or tiredness, weeping or drunkenness." 5

SEDUCING SPIRITS AND DOCTRINES OF DEVILS

1 Timothy 4:1-2 -“Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; 2 Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot iron;”

Seducing Spirits and doctrines of devils … through New Age Spirituality through Spiritual Formation… 6

There are two movements advancing at lightning speed through the Body of Christ today. Both movements are extremely seductive and promote a spirituality which corrupt believers from the simplicity

5 http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/soakingprayer.htm  "SOAKING PRAYER" by Roger Harper

6 On Sun, Jun 7, 2009 at 1:40 PM, george watts <georgewatts2002@yahoo.com> wrote:
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found in Christ by weaving New Age/Occult precepts and practices into the very fabric of their lives and faith.  

Contemplative prayer is, by far, the main practice promoted by the Spiritual Directors who lead church members onto the slippery slopes of spiritual formation. It is also called soaking or centering prayer. The terms spiritual formation and contemplative prayer are practically synonymous. 

This is a spiritual avenue that many Christians have been introduced to the Kundalini devil. They become intestate by these eastern religious spirits. 

The most widely accepted and pervasive of the two movements within the evangelical church is the Spiritual Formation movement. Pentecostals, Charismatic’s, and non-Pentecostals alike are being influenced, through almost identical Spiritual Formation programs that promote this unbiblical form of prayer.  

Contemplative prayer is actually not prayer at all, but rather a “Christianized” form of unbiblical, eastern meditation. Most of us know it by the name, transcendental meditation (TM). It is rightly associated with Hinduism and New Age Spirituality.

Can refer to: Ecstatic Dance Meditation with Live Music

Repetitive chanting, breathing in a controlled manner or silent concentration to quiet the thoughts and feelings and commune with God.

Infused contemplation, for many writers, including St. John of the Cross and St. Teresa of Avila, the sole sense of the term;

Acquired contemplation, also known as "Prayer of Simplicity".

- Centering prayer, which is sometimes called contemplative prayer, although "It is not contemplation in the strict sense, which in Catholic tradition has always been regarded as a pure gift of the Spirit, but rather it is a preparation for contemplation." 


---

8 ibid
9 IBID
10 IBID
"Contemplative consciousness," says [Thomas] Merton, is "a trans-cultural, trans-religious, trans-formed consciousness … it can shine through this or that system, religious or irreligious".

When Christians join in soaking their flesh, spirits and minds with music forms that have been produced from worldly corporations such as Time Warner, Disney World; you’ll have a recipe for satanic possession beyond measure. How can Christians give their minds to receive hypnotic music from the same people that promote satanic music and heavy metal rock bands? How is it possible that Christians can trust these products as being spiritually sound, holy, God anointed and spiritually healthy?

The Christian Church has slept through the great occult witchcraft revival of the seventies, eighties, and nineties. Communion with God is a participation in eternal life by grace through by Jesus, faith, AND the Word. Such communion is not achieved by imagination, visualizations, solitude, or mystical meditation formulas. To purport any other communion with God apart from grace through faith is to attempt to overthrow the Gospel. False teachers have attempted to supplant the Gospel by seducing multitudes with doctrines that can damn their souls for eternity. One such communication is presented her by New Age teacher Barbara Marx Hubbard. She is a "self-described futurist and 'conscious evolutionist'. Ms. Barbara Marx Hubbard writes that in 1966 she heard an 'inner voice' that came in response to a question she had asked aloud and directed to God? 'What is our story? What in our age is comparable to the birth of Christ?' After asking the question she said she fell into a dreamlike state and was given an intense vision of the future."

Metanoia is a favorite word of the Theosophists. New Age leader Barbara Marx Hubbard used the term, too. In the same manner that other New Ager such as, Willis Harman and Leonard Sweet used it, she has a twist. Her use of the word has to do with creating an alternative future for mankind. The Theosophists don't like the biblical scenario in the book of Revelation that speaks of endtime disasters and God's judgment. Instead, Hubbard wrote her own book The Revelation in which she proposed an Armageddon alternative called the "Planetary Pentecost." She said: "In the twinkling of an eye, we are all changed by this experience. It is a mass metanoia, a shared spiritual experience for the human race, a peaceful second coming of the divine in us as us."
This nutty woman teaches that can people rewrite the Bible through their new metanoia or transformations of their minds and spirits. What does a New Ager mean concerning these words metanoia or transformation? Born Again (Rebirth): Personal or Planetary transformation and healing. The point at which a New Age believer "lets go" and allows his Higher Self or Inner Guide (translated: demons) to guide and direct his life. Some New Agers describe this as Kundalini, a Hindu term meaning "serpent power."  

The author has delivered many people ensnared in some of these New Age motivated mystical "revivals." The Lord showed me through the gift of discerning of spirits, the powerful Kundalini spirit was in control of these people. When I called the spirit of Kundalini out, it came out screaming, “Hail Lucifer.” (I Pet. 5; 8) "Be sober, be vigilant, because your adversary, the devil, like a roaring lion walketh about, seeking whom he may devour;"

“Webster is aptly describing the transformation occurring in American spirituality today, “millions of devout followers of Jesus Christ are repudiating tepid systems and practices of the Christian faith and introducing a wholesale shift in how faith is understood, integrated, and influencing the world. Because human beings become what they believe, and practicing what they believe is the swiftest and surest means of generating lasting change, this revolution of faith is the most significant transition you or I will experience during our lifetime.”

For the past 30-40 years, there has been a massive undertaking to indoctrinate and train evangelical pastors and leaders through various entities such as, (Leadership Network) and para church organizations to become change agents for transformation. This leadership training, even though often done in the guise of "servant leader" (to make it more palatable), utilizes corporate business and marketing models. For example, leaders are trained to develop a company "vision" and then, by using sophisticated group marketing techniques, persuade the "customers" (people in the pews) to "buy into" this vision. This approach is top-down, not laity-initiated.

HAVE YOU NOTICED THAT THESE NEW MYSTICL CHRISTIANS REFER TO THEIR GOD AS IT?
IT OR ITZ IS A PAGAN GOD! The next time you hear a preacher or Christian minister refer to the Holy Spirit as IT OR ITZ think about this pagan god called ITZ. Could this be the source of their strange power? To the Mayan, the shaman is able to bridge into the other world and brings forth the magic power of that world. A person who opens the portal to that world can reach into it for the itz - the blessed substance of the sky. In the real world, the Mayan saw this itz as the mild of an animal or a human, the sap of a tree, the resin used in incense, the sweat of the human body, tears from a human eye, the melted wax of a burning candle, or the rust on metal. The shaman was the great itz-er who can send the itz through the portal to nourish and sustain humanity. In reality, the shaman could produce the power necessary from that other world to control this world. To the Maya, the most important substance was rain necessary to grow crops, the most important of which was maize or corn. To the Mayan, corn was life itself. The Maize God was the First Father of the Popul Vuh and was the turtle in the sky of creation.

The Mayan world was a reflection of creation, of the two worlds (this world and the other world.) We can see how clearly the world of the ancient Mayan was alive and mystical by looking at the following section from the Mayan Cosmos (pages 128-131):

NOTICING THE CHANGE IN CHRISTIANS

We must remember as we expose these blinded Christian victims they have been ensured and blinded by the powers of darkness. Many simply trusted the Christian leaders, some willingly and some fooled by Satan and his minions. Many simply ran after the flesh and money while others fell into darkness when they followed blinded television stars and no longer trusted the Bible and Jesus. Pray that they repent and awaken to return to their first love before it is too late.

We are calling for a great spiritual war against the powers of darkness as Satan tries to bind and destroy the Church of Jesus. Christians have the authority from Jesus to command Satan’s power to lose all controls from his dominance. Our spiritual power is the greatest energy in the universe because it is source of power is God Himself. “God has spoken once; twice have I heard this that power belongeth unto God,” (Ps. 62:11).

“And what is the exceeding greatness of his power to usward who believe, according to the working of his mighty power, which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the dead and set him at His own right hand in the heavenly places. Far above all principality and power and might, and dominion, and every that is named not only in this world, but also in that which is to come: And hath put all things under his feet, and gave him to be the head over all things to the church,” (Ephesians 1:19-22).

This is what spiritual warfare is about. Jesus must be the center of a person’s life. One must know Him from the stand point of the power of the Word of God, because of His triumph; His people can win their war.

---

19 [http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/ITZ%20GOD%202.pdf](http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/ITZ%20GOD%202.pdf)
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(Isa. 60:2), “For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the people: but the LORD shall arise upon thee, and his glory shall be seen upon thee.”

On Mon, Mar 16, 2009 at 7:28 PM, walter kambulow <walthope@cogeco.ca> wrote: See http://event.cbn.com/spiritualgifts/event/?EventID=11

I once was very encouraged by videos from Heidi, but I changed my mind after seeing too many of it… It was always the same message and the same laughing and drunkenness in the spirit. I saw here this year on live-video in Holland. She was at a conference in my country, but this time things were really bad. She acted very strange and went into a kind of war dance with swords together with Angela Greenig (also someone who is very strange and mystic). I think Heidi trying to be sincere and honest in heart, but doesn’t know how she is deceived…

CAN YOU TELL THE DIFFERENCE? This video compares the spiritual manifestations of other religions and the false revivals that are occurring in the church.

Comparison Between the Kundalini Practice and the so-called Toronto Blessing
The False Revival (comparison)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtVGxJU-j2I

Written by Antti Huima in August 1996, based on the Kundalini FAQ, the Siddha Mahayoga FAQ, and general knowledge about the so-called Toronto Blessing movement.

The Kundalini FAQs are found from http://www.spiritweb.org.

Mass hypnosis disguised as 'Christian Worship'
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rCrvmgyXsc&NR=1

ALL DONE IN THE NAME OF “god” Not Jesus…………………………

Stacy Campbell's False Prophecy on Todd Bentley
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=macIFwHROaM

While she is manifesting under the power of the Kundalini snake demon, she hisses.

Patricia King - The Wine Cellar Of Heaven Is Open
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TqH813q2MY&feature=related

WHAT SPIRIT BEHIND SOAKING, CONTEMPORARY PRAYER- CENTERING PRAYER?

Just as God inspired the Word of God, the Devil inspires his doctrines through the life and works of men. You must test the spirits to see if they are of God. According to Strong's Concordance, the Hebrew word for "tested" as found in Ps. 66:10 means: to test, investigate: examine, prove, tempt, try (trial). The Greek word for "tests" as used in (1 Thess. 2:4), carries the following meaning: to test, to approve, allow, discern, examine, try.
A. W. Tozer writes, *How to Try the Spirits*: “Now our Lord Jesus that great Shepherd of the sheep, has not left His flock to the mercy of the wolves. He has given us the Scriptures, the Holy Spirit and natural powers of observation, and He expects us to avail ourselves of their help constantly. "Prove all things; hold fast that which is good," said Paul (1 Thess. 5:21). "Beloved, believe not every spirit," wrote John, "but try the spirits whether they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world." (1 Jn. 4:1). "Beware of false prophets," our Lord warned, "which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are raging wolves," (Matt. 7:15). Then He added the word by which they may be tested, "Ye shall know them by their fruits." From this it is plain not only that there shall be false spirits abroad, endangering our Christian lives, but that they may be identified and known for what they are. And of course once we become aware of their identity and learn their tricks, their power to harm us is gone. "Surely in vain is the net spread in the sight of any bird," (Prov. 1:17).

**CHANGE AGENTS TRANSFORMING THE CHURCH**

Satan is using his change agents to transform (Change) the Christian Church from the Spirit of God to the New World religious spirits; teaching all pathways will lead back to God. It is the lie that will steal a great harvest of souls. Some of our greatest preachers have fallen which, sadly includes Billy Graham.

The World Prayers Project will show you the intention of many that are working to bring the world into “All pathways are equal and lead to God.”

Their purpose and mission is to improve human relations by celebrating the many forms of prayer and honoring the “benefits of spiritual, cultural and natural diversity.”

Other words, Christians that get involved in these new world order groups, will no longer be evangelistic, or try to convert others to the Christian faith because they will change to believe all faiths and gods are equal. Therefore, you cannot believe that Jesus is the one way back to His Father, God.

John 14:6 – “Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.”

Consequently, it is a denial of Jesus’ Deity and His Word when a Christian chooses to join in membership with such groups as this.

What is the meaning of “benefits of spiritual, cultural and natural diversity?” This means spiritual acceptance of the persona’s culture traditions and religious multiplicities. So, you will leave them in their darkness, paganism, witchcraft and idolatry. You let their souls drop into hell without regrets.

They are building a global religious community by resolving the religious cultural conflicts to lead you to “appreciate the great beauty and intelligence found in the diversity of world traditions. They want to “shape prayers as a collective into the educational resource of the human family.

http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com/holy-spirit/jesus-said-occupy-till-i-come

---

20 A. W. Tozer writes, *How to Try the Spirits*:
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Signs are exploding everywhere that Jesus Christ is coming back soon. Apostasy and the great falling away is a key sign.
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Judgement of Hell, Redemption, Doctrine of Sin, Salvation, Justification, Regeneration, Adoption, Sanctification, Perfection, Christology,
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Energy, Syrian Energy, The Higher Evolutions, Etheric Body, Chakras, Meridians, Nadis, Vibrations, Frequencies, Violet Ray, The Transformation of misqualified energy, The Feminine Ray of Healing and Ascension, Aquarius, The New Age of The Enlightened Heart, and The Golden or Crystal Age, Unveiling the Plan, the Spiritual Hierarchy, the Externalisation of the Hierarchy, New World Religion, Parapsychology, Utopian Earth World Brotherhood, the New Age Movement, The Aquarian Conspiracy, Age of Aquarius, Humanist's Psychology, New Thought Religion, the Third Wave, the Third Force, the New Spirituality, New Wave, Human potential Movement, Secular Humanism, Humanism, Antichrist, New Age Movement, seducing spirits, Catholic, Protestant, Liberal and Evangelical, THE MYSTERY OF BABYLON, Healing is Body, Soul and Spirit, Sozo to save, deliver or protect, heal, preserve, BE MADE WHOLE, Soteria, Rescue or safety, health, salvation saving, deliver, Soteria, a deliverer, God or Christ, set free body, soul, and spirit, deliverance from evil spirits, Diseases mentioned in the Bible, Barrenness, blindness, boils, leprosy, lameness, blemishes, flat nose, broken bones, crooked back, dwarfed, eczema, broken stones, scurvy, consumption, fever, inflammation burning acne, itch, madness, botch, emerods, sunstroke, dysentery, atrophy, sores, bruises, venereal disease, palsy, epilepsy, impediment of speech, ulcers, infertility, worms, impotency, death, BREAKING CURSES, brain damage, Blast, vex harrass or torment with great calamities, prayer, the Word, resistance, commanding, the blood of Jesus, faith, Regular Healing, Gifts of Healing, Baptism of the Holy Spirit, ask believing, God heals, Christ heals, Believers heals in Jesus name, God Promises to heal you, Satan Causes sickness, MIRACLES, WONDERS, SIGNS, Holy Ghost, transference of demons, Born Again, Born Anew, Salvation, Jesus Savior, Grace, spiritual power, Christogram, Antichrist links Under the Sea, Jesus is the Deliverer, The Red Again, Born Anew, Salvation, Jesus Savior, Grace, spiritual power, Christogram, Antichrist links Under the Sea, Jesus is the Deliverer, The Red Again, Born Anew, Salvation, Jesus Savior, Grace, spiritual power, Christogram, Antichrist links Under the Sea, Jesus is the Deliverer, The Red Again, Born Anew, Salvation, Jesus Savior, Grace, spiritual power, Christogram, Antichrist links Under the Sea, Jesus is the Deliverer, The Red Again, Born Anew, Salvation, Jesus Savior, Grace, spiritual power, Christogram, Antichrist links Under the Sea, Jesus is the Deliverer, The Red Again, Born Anew, Salvation, Jesus Savior, Grace, spiritual power, Christogram, Antichrist links Under the Sea, Jesus is the Deliverer. energy, spirit, DUMB & DEAF SPIRIT, Phobias, Unconquered fears, nightmares, terror, sleeplessness, bereavement, suicidal, death, gloom, burden, insomnia, slavery, fear of man, occult spirits, sexual impurity, frigidity, lust, homosexuality, lesbianism, TEENAGE CHILDREN, Communication breakdown, guilt, ungratefulness, stubbornness, self, rebellion, wrong friends, suicide, rejection condemnation, depression, wounded spirits alienation of affection, rejection of authority, CHILD ABUSE, Open hostility, reprobation, depraved moral impurity, Lasciviousness, sensuality, concupiscence, guilt, distortions, loneliness, madness, self-will, fearful, immature mind, unclean spirits, guilt, suicide, sexual abuse-anal, oral, incest, satanic, tormented, fear, COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN, Wounded Spirit, Alienation of affection, rejection of authority, Selfishness, Rebellion, Guilt Depression, Stubbornness, anger, threatening, rage, slander, swearing, vulgar, accusation, blaspheming, MALTREATMENT, Maltreat, ill-use, mistrast, revile, disparage, vilify, malign, reproach, slander, defame, misapparrent, DIVORCE SEPARATION, Rebellion, aggression, anger, argument, belittling, cheating, criticism, malice, strife, stubborn warring, hate, adulatory, self-deception, indecision, rejection, self rejection, control, bitterness, accusation, criticism, cruelty, faultfinding, hurt, wounded spirit, DUMB & DEAF SPIRIT, Phobias, Unconquered fears, Dumbness, insane-lunatic, tearing, crying, pining away, seizures-epilepsy, drowning, suicidal, gnashing teeth, burning, foaming at mouth, blindness, ear problems, inner healing through visualization, MENTAL PROBLEMS, Herediity, familiar spirits, paranoia, anxiety, neuroses, schizophrenia, insanity, nervous breakdown, madness, drifting mind, blank mind, forgetfulness, tormented memories, twisted, confused, dementia, psychoneurosis, psychopathic lying self-deception, senility, split personality, stupidity, malfunction of nerves, ATTACKING DEMONS,}
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Beguiling, Tempting to Sin, Deception, Lie that God will accept us without Christ, Lies about nature of God, Lie that the Ends Justify the means, Usurping Authority, Unrepentant, Lack of Self Discipline, Lack of Discipline of Children, Toleration of Sin, Foolishness, Folly, Vanity, Revolt, Immodesty, No mercy Upon the Aged, Heavy Burdens on Aged, Little “white” lies, Drunkenness, Gluttony, Recklessness, WOMEN'S LIBERATION, Revolution, Antichrist, Jezebel, dominating, rebellion, murder, false prophets, false religion, idolatry, FEMINISM, HUMANISM, Socialism, Feminism, lesbianism, liberalism, sexual perversion, abortion, ruling, error, homosexualism, sexual immorality, humanism, JEZEBEL AND AHAH, Idolatry, schizophraniea, delusion, pornography, masturbation, secret sexual sin, immorality fornication, self deception, perversity, lewdness, lechery, lechery instability unholy sex, evil dreams, antichrist, fantasy sex, lust, trickiness and Ahab, AHAH SPIRITS, Abdicating leadership, aggression, anger, bitterness, AHAH'S ATTITUDES, Leaving spiritual leadership to wife, lust, lusty for material things, lack of confidence, lack of faith, disregards the spiritual, liking sensual women, Ahab SPIRITS, Kenneth Hagan, Pride, Pornography, Pouting, Passive quitter, Satanic covenants, Spirit Misunderstanding, Manipulating women, No order, No peace, No unity, joblessness, Rejection, Resentment, Sacred, Separation & Divorce, Tragic Mistake, Unemotional , Upset, Worldly worship, Religious confusion, Mammon worship, success, profit, promotion & wealth, Idolatry, Impotence, AHAH'S ATTITUDE, Communication breakdown, Conditional love, Childish behavior (spoiled brat), Competition, Covetous, Compromise (Negotiation), Clashing conflict, Considering God's things trial, Call evil good - good, evil, Displeased, degradation, dirty stories, disobedience, God of sports, God of jobs, God of sex & perversion, Goddess worship failure, Fearful, Fear of getting hurt, Fear of women, Homosexuality, Filth, Following sins of the father, Heavy spirited, Hatred of Women, Hurts, JEZEBEL SPIRIT, Rebellion, Witchcraft, Idol worship, Saturn, ishtar, conception in lust, devil's colors, liberal, reign of evil, Tammuz, Easter, ester, abominations, false healing powers, misleading children, Nimrod, demonic images, mass for Christ, Santa Claus (anagram - Satan Lucas), false worship, fertility symbols, Diana of Ephrathes, sacred egg, divination, vanity, worship of rabbit, dead stock of Nimrod, occult supernatural, evil competition, demonic manipulation, traditions, sacrifice to Satan, worship of firs, cedars and oaks, honoring dead saints, goddess of flowers (Flora), Blessed palm, willow & olive, Goddess of rising light of day, lord of dead (Shamhain), mother of mercury (Maia), goddess of earth (Gaia) casting spells, uncivil spirits, confuse the proper roles of men and women and woman usurps it, manipulation, domination, takes authority by illegal means, antichrist, idolatry and Satan worship, jealousy, murder, oppressor, false prophetess, lies, deceitful, destroys, seduces, commits fornication, eats things sacrificed unto idols, lifts up self, pride, unbelief, disobedience, vile, sexually immoral, magic arts, follows false gods and prophecies, murmurs against God and his servants, curses one who trusts in God, seeks material things, suppresses the works of God's people, corrupted both mind and conscience, aggressive, hates family unit, lesbianism, unclean spirits, haunted houses, Asiris, Eucharist, unhappiness, pressure, ANTICHIST, PROPHETESS, Serves Baal, idolatry, evil desires, impurity, earthly devilish, all sorts of evil and vile practices, evil hearts, fleshly lusts, unrighteous, abortion, commits adultery, distortion of scriptures, religious or social compensation, impure words or action, curiosity, dedicated to other gods, sacrifices to other gods, astrology, bull god, New Age gods, follows idolatrous priests, burns incense, Satanism - lucifer, spiritism, familiars spirit, anger, wizard, abomination in the house, mystics, whoredoms spirit, savage, fierce, pitiless, reprobrate, adulterate, desecrate, defile, corrupt, accuser of our brethren, abide not in the truth, lying spirit, stirs up strife, deceive the nations, secular, unsanctified, irrereligious, ungodly, godless, blasphemous, perverted, unholy wicked impious, corrupt, miserable, ill, sorrowful, noxious, sinful, notorious, immoral, JEZEBEL OPERATES, Strife and pride and gossip unnatural, selfish ambition, bitter jealousy, greediness, covetousness, love of money, proud, arrogant, contemptuous boasters, ungrateful, unholy and profane, malice, sedation, seductions, attack, violence, judgment, rage, spit, wrath, frustration, sarcasm, stubbornness, envy, impudence, retaliation, contempt, impatience, hinder, frustration, baffle, prevent, circumvent, outwit defeat, intimidating, anger, foreboding, menacing, mockery, delusion, myth, error, hatred, aversion, unlawful, vain, strong, manly contention, a false witness, sowing discord among brothers, plotting evil, immoral, wrath, lying, self-righteousness, wandering mind, double minded, eccentric, stubborn, criticism, coward, intractable, sinister, ominous, prophetic, corruptive, malignant, venomous, doctrines of demons, PRIDE, Leviathan, Pride of Beauty, Power, Strength, Knowledge, Pride in Ministry Talents, playing God, SCHIZOPHRENIA, Multiple Personalities Disbelieve, question, mistrust, deny, wave, unbeliever, uncertainly Jealousy, confusion unstable, Disassociated Personalities Split Personality, Double minded, Schizophrenia Fragmentation of Personality, ALZHEIMER, Disease, Rioting, Headaches, Impotence, Doubt, Division, Heart Attack, Broken Marriage, Death of Children, Mental illness, Sleep walking, flight, amnesia, anxiety of conflict, Haughtiness, Overbearing Pride, Arrogance, Stiff neck Pride, Outstretched neck, Puffed up Pride, BRAIN DAMAGE, Destructive diseases, accidents, drug and alcohol induced brain damage affected by a shock or stress, occult, DISCIPLINE SPIRITS, Argument, harsh, ungodly, deceived, disrespect, bad manners belligerent, rebellion sassy, resentment misbehavior, ill mannered, hate, guilt, self-guilt, fighting, ANTI-RELIGIOUS PARENTS, Cultism, Occultism, worldly speech, heresies, deceiver, Humanism, necromancer, clairvoyant, spiritism, medium, yoga, peeping-muttering, Antichrist, DEATH SPIRITS, Infirmities-cancer, kidney failure, heart, stroke, diabetes, bone and muscle disease murder, overdose, injury, automobile accident, airplane, starvation-anorexia nervosa, smoking, alcoholism, suicide, PREMATURE DEATH, Suicide, Destruction of Family, Divorce, Instability, Murder, Recklessness, Fashion, Disney, Inversion of Personality, Sensitivity, Strokes, Frigid, INHERITED CURSES Seducing Spirits, Hypocritical lies, False Prophets, False Signs & Wonders, deceived, seduced, enticed, wander from the truth, Fascination to evil ways, objects, or persons, perspiration, manipulation of others, visualization, amnesia, fortune telling, channeling, death spirits, SPIRIT OF HEAVINESS, Broken Hearted, Depression, Suicidal Tendencies, Excessive Mourning, Inner bruises, hurts, insomnia, self-pity, heaviness, sorrow or sadness-grief, SPIRIT OF BONDAGE, Addictions-drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, food, fear of death, servant of corruption, compulsive iniquity-sin, bondage to sin, captivity to Satan, fears, offered to Satan as sacrifices, multiple personality disorder, imagery, split personality, films, readings, television, magazines, Post traumatic stress syndrome, OCCULT- WITCHCRAFT, Ancestral, Rebellion, Freemasonry, mockery, skepticism, Ritualistic child abuse, spiritism, human sacrifice transmissible, inheritable, curses and blessings, DEPRESSION SPIRITS, Bondage, to person, place, thing, agony, broken spirit, wounded spirit, death wish, defeat, degraded, depression, escapist, fatigue, gloom guilt, loneliness, insomnia, insecurity, melancholy, mental illness, insanity, torment, torture, nervous, stress, suicide, murder, unworthiness, worry, depression, controlling spirits,
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moodiness, nervous breakdown, subconscious pressure, unloved, unwanted, MEMORY SPIRITS, Ungodly recall, confusion, fragmented soul drifiting mind, lapsed memory temporary amnesia, ancestral curses, retardation, senility, ungodly soul ties, mental illness, insanity, psychiatry, demonic subjection, occult, drug, fear, lack of cooperation, insecurity, insanity, bitterness, deception, madness, EATING SPIRITS, Addictions-caffeine, coffee, coke, chocolate, junk food, bad habits, craving excessive salt, starvation, overeating, snacking, picking, FAILURE SPIRITS, Abnormal childhood, bitterness, resentment, unforgiveness, shipwreck, disaster, condemning, guilt, confused mind, controlled life, depression, disappointment, discourage, frustration, gloom, shame, shame, unloved insecurity, inferiority, jealousy, envy, laziness, oppression, overwhelming, procrastination, problems, SPIRIT OF JEALOUSY, Anger-rage, revenge-spite, cruelty, contentions, murder, causes divisions, extreme competitiveness, jealousy, aggression, belittling, delusion, strife, slander, ENVY AND STRIFE , Jealousy, Hate Malice, war spirit, hatred, rioting, violence murder, suicide, seething, snap the mind/go mad, fear of showing love, fail at, corrupt, disobedient, deceiving, lies, evil-speaking, contentions, selfishness, competitive, anger, rage, revenge, wrath, quarrel, argumentative, rebel., DEMONIC PROBLEMS, (Perverse Spirit, sexual partnership with affected people wounded spirit, sex perversion, repulsive, chronic worry, heter of God, evil actions, filthy minded, incubus or succubus, sex with spirits, SPIRIT OF FEAR, heart Attacks, Fears-Phobias, Anxiety-Stress, Torment, Horror, Fear of Death, Untrusting, Faithless, Nightmares, Terrors, Fear of Man, NERVE SPIRITS, Abnormal sensitivity, nervous breakdown, eating disorders, drugs, madness, malfunction of nervous system, hypertensive, insecurity, insomnia-dreams, stress, apprehension, pressure, headache, hallucinations frigidity, fatigue, fear, SUPERIORITY SPIRITS, Aggression, animosity, belittling, ,criticism, cruelty, cursing, independence, judging, Jezebel, Ahab, murder, selfish, wickedness, IDOL WORSHIP ,Graven Images, Movie stars, rock stars, computer games, Dungeons and Dragons, OPPRESSION BY OCCULTISM, Suicide, Nightmares, apparitions, occult games, voices, spirits of confusion, heavy mental music, OCCULT SPIRITS, (False) Prophet and Prophetess, False Priest and Priestess, False Queen, Deep Things of Satan, Hidden Wickedness, Spirit Guides, Familiar Spirits, Worthlessness, Hopelessness, Passivity, Suicide, Hidden Anger, Hostility, Hidden Emotions, Promise of Secret Wealth, Chaldæan Magic, Babylonian Magic, Ethnic Magic (Gypsy, Indian, etc.), Heart Bondage, Hidden Sins, Hiding Others’ Sins, Deep Secrets, “No One Sees Me,” Hypnotic Control, Mind Bondage, Occult Wisdom & Knowledge, LYING SPIRIT, Flattery, strong deceptions, false teachers, slander, lies, old wifes tales, superstitions,-gossip-vain babbling, religious yokes or laws, false prophecy, nagging pretender retaliation, ASTROLOGY, Horoscopes, Numerology, Evil Mysteries, Sins in Darkness, Divination, Python, Bondage of will, Broken Vows & Promises, MANIPULATION THROUGH TERROR, Slavery through Terror, Paralyzing Fear (Jezebel offers Protection from the very fear she produces), Rage, Retaliation, Temper Tantrums, Riots, False Child Protection, Open & Hidden Threats, Rebukes Husband, Sacrifices Children by Tongue, PERSONAL SIN AND REBELLION ,Deceit, reproude mind, variance, uncleanness, profanity, effeminate, unrighteous, love of money, form of godliness, foolish talking, error, Rebellion towards, Men, Manhood, Fatherhood, Father, Husband, Priesthood of Man, Husband or Covering, Decisions of Husband or Father, Rational Approach of a Man, Male Authority, All Authority, God, Oppression by Children, Rule by Women, Names of Jezebelic Mothers Grandmothers, Masculine Protest, Manipulation, Using Sex, Illness, Temper, Violence, Lying, Sulking, Passivity, Smothering Mother, Mother to Husband, DOMINEERING MOTHER, Preacher to Husband, Hatred of Men ,Repent of wanting to be a man , Masculine spirits, Jealousy of Man’s role, Andromeda - Fear of Men/Lust for Men, Break Soul ties with song ”I am Woman”, Wrong Order in Family, Matriarchal Domination, SORCERY Drugs -, Potions, Charms, Pharmacakia, Enchantment, Spells, RELIGIOUS SPIRITS, False Light, Religious Wickedness, Lack of Maturity, Immaturity, Spiritual Blockage, Religious Rituals, Traditions, Legalism, Torment, Unforgiveness Inquisition, Ungodly curiosity, Spiritual Paralysis, Excessive Mourning and Guilt, Quencher of Deliver Baal, Worship Divination Star Wars, Dark Cauldrons, The Chronicles of Narnia, the Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, Lord of the Rings and Harry, Fantasies Movies, Cartoons draw on Egyptology, Iris, mythology, witchcraft, occult Smurfs, Dungeons & Dragons, Gremlins, Fairy Tales and Walt Disney movies are full of occult practices, New Age Children’s music, rebellion, self elevation, Rock music, sexual perversions, violence, carved image, MY NAME IS LEGION, “poltergeists, jewelry with occult symbolism and power, objects dedicated to demons (idols, artifacts, Idols, incense, Buddha, hand carved objects from Africa or the Orient, Mexican sun gods or sun disks, Ouija boards, occult games, Dungeons and Dragons, all things connected with astrology, horoscopes, fortune telling, Occult books, pornographic materials, objects associated with witchcraft, good luck charms, cult religions such as, Metaphysics, Christian Science, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormonism, New Age Religions, Mind Sciences, Catholic Statues, Mason Bibles and paraphernalia, divination, Catapromancy, Hydromancy, Chiroomancy, Iridology, Palmistry, Mirror Mantic, Cartomancy, Alectromancy, Onirocriticism, Numerology, Psychometry, Capnomancy, Geomancy, Pyromancy, Tepromancy, Telenomancy and more, Astrologers, numerologists, New Age Channelers, Palm readers, seers, Jesus Christ, CASSADAGA, Mental confusion, extended periods of gloominess, depression, unpredictable, behavior, stealing, sexual lust, perversions, appetites, temper tantrums, uncontrollable hatred or suspicion, jealousy resentment, delusions, compulsive lying, gambling, obsessive thoughts of self destruction, Blasphemous thoughts against the blood of Christ, God or The Holy Spirit, speech and behavior abnormalities, religious delusion, seeing apparitions, hearing spiritual voices, chronic physical ailments that do not respond to medical treatment and fear of dying, Cosmic Gospel that UFO cults receive by psychic transmission from “Space Brothers”, there is no death, that Jesus did not die for our sins , God is not personal but a Force, occult enlightenment, mystical power, generating good karma, karma, Satan is the controller of all these mediums, You won’t really die, for there is no death, Perversion, Whoredom, Harlotry, Lying, Unclean, Deaf, Dumb, Darkness, Envy, Aasherah, the mother-goddess, Trances and seances, psychics, necromancers, channelers, Seances, Telekinesis, Levitation, Apports, Spiritualistic Visions, Automatic Writing, Spirit Raps, Speaking in Trances, Spirit Photography, Materializations, Table Levitation or Tilting, Ectoplasm, HUMAN SACRIFICE, Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variances, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, Baptism of the Holy Spirit, Healing, Miracles, Speaking in tongues, Signs and Wonders, ABUSE TYPE Emotional, physical, mental, verbal, ESPOUSAL ABUSE, Controlling, hate, adultery, rebellion, condemnation, sexual sin, anger, stress, separation, guilt, withdrawn, shame, humiliation, jealousy, condemnation, mental torment, torture, rejection, wounded spirit, belittlement, pity murder, fatigue, destruction, worry, unforgiveness, split personality, self-deception, sadism, masochism, fear, alcohol, drug abuse, moping, mistrust, demanding, darkened heart,
depravity, lusts, disobedience, impurity, OPPRESSIVE CONTROL, Anti-family, militancy, war, hate of children, angry, cheating, deception, delusion, seduction, FAMILY ABUSE , Jealousy, insult, cursing, surliness, anger, desecration, badness, hate maladministration, disapprobation, condemnatory, defamatory, slanderous, phlegmatic mental control, torments, fears, horrors, unfaithfulness, stress, bondages, corruption, sadism, alcoholism, drugs, discouragement, suicidal, death, gloom, burden, insomnia, slavery, fear of man, occult spirits, sexual impurity, frigidity, lust, homosexuality, lesbianism, TEENAGE CHILDREN, Communication breakdown, guilt, ungratefulness, stubbornness, self, rebellion, wrong friends, suicide, rejection condemning, depression, wounded spirits alienation of affection, rejection of authority, CHILD ABUSE , Open hostility, reprobation, depraved moral impurity. Lasciviousness, sensuality, concupiscence, guilt, distortions, loneliness, madness, self-will, fearful, immature mind, unclean spirits, guilt, suicide, sexual abuse- anal, oral, incest, satanic, tormented, fear, COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN, Wounded Spirit, Alienation of affection, rejection of authority, Selfishness, Rebellion, Guilt Depression, Stubbornness, anger, threatening, rage, slander, swearing, vulgar, accusation, blaspheming, MALTREATMENT, Maltrait, ill-use, mistreat, revile, disparges, vilify, malign, reproach, slander, defame, misapply pervert, DIVORCE SEPARATION, Rebellion, aggression, anger, argument, belittling, cheating, criticism, malice, strife, stubborn warring, hate, adulatory, self-deception, indiction, rejection, self-judgment, control, bitterness, accusation, criticism, cruelty, faultfinding, hurt, wounded spirit, DUMB & DEAF SPIRIT ,Phobias, Unconquered fears, Dumbness, insane-lunatic, tearing, crying, pining away, seizures- epilepsy, drowning, suicidal, gnashing teeth, burning, foaming at mouth, blindness, ear problems, inner healing through visualization. MENTAL PROBLEMS, Heredity, familiar spirits, paranoia, anxiety, neuroses, schizophrenia, insanity, nervous breakdown, madness, drifting mind, blank mind, forgetfulness, tormented memories, twisted, confused, dementia, psychoneurosis, psychopathic lying self-deception, senility, split personality, stupidity, malfunction of nerves , ATTACKING DEMONS, Beguiling, Tempting to Sin, Deception, Lie that God will accept us without Christ, Lies about nature of God, Lie that the Ends Justify the means, Usurping Authority, Unrepentant, Lack of Self Discipline, Lack of Discipline of Children, Toleration of Sin, Foolishness, Folly, Vanity, Revolt, Immorality, No mercy Upon the Aged, Heavy Burdens on Aged, Little “white” lies, Drunkenness, Gluttony, Recklessness, WOMEN’S LIBERATION, Revolution, Antichrist, Jezebel, dominating, rebellion, murder, false prophets, false religion, idolatry, FEMINISM, HUMANISM, Socialism, lesbianism, liberalism, sexual perversion, abortion, ruling, error, homosexuality, sexual immorality, humanism, JEZEBEL AND AHAB, Idolatry, schizophrenia, delusion, pornography, masturbation, secret sexual sin, immorality ordination, self deception, perversity, lewdness, lechery, lechery instability unholy sex, evil dreams, antichrist, fantasy sex, lust, trickiness and Ahab, AHAB SPIRITS, Abdicating leadership, aggression, anger, bitterness, AHAB’S ATTITUDES,Leaving spiritual leadership to wife, lust, lusting for material things, lack of confidence, lack of faith, disregards the spiritual, liking sensual women, Ahab SPIRITS, Pride, Pornography, Pouting, Passive quitter, Satanic covenants, Spirit Misunderstanding, Manipulating women, No order, No peace, No unity, joblessness, Rejection, Resentment, Sacred, Separation & Divorce, Tragic Mistake, Unemotional , Upset, Worldly worship, Religious confusion, Mammon worship, success-, profit, promotion & wealth, Idolatry, Impotence, AHAB’S ATTITUDE, Communication breakdown, Conditional love, Childish behavior (spoiled brat), Competition, Covetous, Compromise (Negotiation), Clashing conflict, Considering God’s things trial, Call evil good - good, evil, Displeased, degradation, dirty stories, disobedient , God of sports, God of jobs, God of sex & perversion, Goddess worship failure, Fearful, Fear of getting hurt, Fear of women, Homosexuality, Filth, Following sins of the father, Heavy spirited, Hatred of Women, Hurts, JEZEBEL SPIRIT, Rebellion, Witchcraft, Idol worship, Saturn, Ishtar, conception in lust, devil’s “colors, liberal, reighn of evil, Tammuz, Easter, ester, abominations, false healing powers, misleading children, Nimrod, demonic images, mass for Christ, Santa Claus (anagram -Satans Lucifer), false worship, fertility symbols, Diana of Euphrates, sacred egg, divination, vanity, worship of rabbit, dead stock of Nimrod, occult supernatural, evil competition, demonic manipulation, traditions, sacrifice to Satan, worship of firs, cedars and oaks, honoring dead saints, goddess of flowers (Flora), Blessed palm, willow & olive, Goddess of rising light of day, lord of dead (Shamhain), mother of mercury (Maia), goddess of earth (Gaia) casting spells, unclean spirits, confuse the proper roles of men and women and woman usurps it, manipulation, domination, takes authority by illegal means, antichrist, idolatry and Satan worship, jealousy, murder, oppressor, false prophetess, lies, deceitful, destroys, seduces, commits ordination, eats things sacrificed unto idols, lifts up self, pride, unbelieving, disobedience, vileness, sexually immoral, magic arts, follows false gods and prophecies, murmurs against God and his servants, bitterness, curses one who trusts in God, seeks material things, suppresses the works of God’s people, corrupted both mind and conscience, aggressive, hates family unit, lesbianism, unclean spirits, haunted houses, Asiris, Eucharist, unhappiness, pressure,ANTICHRIST PROPHETESS , Serves Baal, idolatry, evil desires, impurity, earthly devilish, all sorts of evil and vile practices, evil hearts, fleshly lusts, unrighteous, abortion, commits adultery, distortion of scriptures, religious or social compensation, impure words or action, curiosity, dedicated to other gods, sacrifices to other gods, astrology, bull god, New Age gods, follows idolatrous priests, burns incense, Satanism - Lucifer, spiritism, familiar spirits, anger, wizard, abomination in the house, mystics, whoremonger spirits, savage, fierce, pitiless, reprobate, adulterate, desecrate, defile, corrupt, accuser of our brethren, abide not in the truth, lying spirit, stirs up strife, deceive the nations, secular, unsanctified, irreligious, ungodly, godless, blasphemous, perverted, unholy wicked impious, corrupt, miserable, ill, sorrowful, noxious, sinful, notorious, immoral, JEZEBEL OPERATES, Strife and pride and gospel unsalvation, selfish ambition, bitter jealousy, greediness, covetousness, love of money, proud, arrogant, contemptuous boast, ungrateful, unholy and profane, malice, sedation, seductions, attack, violence, judgment, rage, spite, wrath, frustration, sarcasm, stubbornness, envy, impudence, retaliation, contempt, impatience, hinder, frustrate, baffle, prevent, circumvent, outwit defeat, intimidating, anger, foreboding, menacing, mockery, delusion, myth, error, hatred, aversion, unlawful, vain, strong, manly content, a false witness, sowing discord among brothers, plotting evil, immoral, wrath, lying, self-righteousness, wandering mind, double minded, eccentric, stubborn, criticism, wayward, intractable, sinister, ominous, prophetic, corruptive, malignant, venomous, doctrines of demons, PRIDE, Leviathan, Pride of Beauty, Position, Power, Strength, Knowledge, Pride in Ministry Talents, playing God, SCHIZOPHRENIA , Multiple Personalities Disbelieve, question, mistrust, deny, wave, unbelieving, uncertainly Jealousy, confusion unstable, Dissociated Personalities Split
Personality, Double minded, Schizophrenia Fragmentation of Personality, ALZHEIMER, Disease, Rioting, Headaches, Impotence, Doubt, Division, Heart Attack, Broken Marriage, Death of Children, Mental Illness, Sleep walking, flight, amnesia, anxiety of conflict, Haughtiness, Overbearing Pride, Arrogance, Stiff neck Pride, Outstretched neck, Puffed up Pride, BRAIN DAMAGE, Destructive diseases, accidents, drug and alcohol induced brain damage affected by a shock or stroke, occult, DISCIPLINE SPIRITS, Argument, harsh, ungodly, deceived, disrespect, bad manners belligerent, rebellion sassy, resentment misbehavior, ill mannered, hate, guilt, self-suffering, fighting, ANTI-RELIGIOUS PARENTS, Cultism, Occultism, worldly speech, heresies, deceiving, Humanism, necromancer,clairvoyant, spiritism, medium, yoga, peeping-muttering, Antichrist, DEATH SPIRITS, Infirmities-cancer, kidney failure, heart, stroke, diabetes, bone and muscle disease murder, overdose, injury, automobile accident, airplane, starvation-anorexia nervosa, smoking, alcoholism, suicide, PREMATURE DEATH, Suicide, Destruction of Family, Divorce, Instability, Murder, Recklessness, Fantasy, Disintegration of Personality, Sensitivity, Strokes, Frigid,INHERITED CURSES Seducing Spirits, Hypocritical lies, False Prophets, False Signs & Wonders, deceived, Seduced, enticed, wander from the truth, Fascination to evil ways, objects, or persons, repression, manipulation of others, visualization, amnesia, fortune telling, channeling, death spirits, SPIRIT OF HEAVINESS, Broken Hearted, Depression, Suicidal Tendencies, Excessive Mourning, Inner bruises, hurts, insomnia, self-pity, heaviness, sorrow or sadness-grief, SPIRIT OF BONDAGE, Addictions-drugs, alcohol, ciga
tes, food, fear of death, servant of corruption, compulsive iniquity-sin, bondage to sin, captivity to Satan, fears, offered to Satan as sacrifices, multiple personality disorder, imagery, split personality, films, readings, television, magazines, Post traumatic stress syndrome, OCCULT- WITCHCRAFT, Ancestral, Rebellion, Freemasonry, mockery, skepticism, Ritualistic child abuse, spiritism, human sacrifice transmissible, inheritable, curses and blessings, DEPRESSION SPIRITS, Bondage, to person, place, thing, agony, broken spirit, wounded spirit, death wish, defeat, degraded, depression, escapism, fatigue, gloom guilt, loneliness, insomnia, insecurity, melancholy, mental illness, insanity, torment, torture, nervous, stress, suicide, murder, unworthiness, worry, depression, controlling spirits, moodiness, nervous breakdown, subconscious pressure, unloved, unwanted, MEMORY SPIRITS, Ungodly recall, confusion, fragmented soul drifting mind, lapsing memory temporary amnesia, ancestral curses, retardation, senility, ungodly soul ties, mental illness, insanity, psychiatry, demonic subjection, occult, drug, fear, lack of cooperation, insecurity, insanity, bitterness, deception, madness, EATING SPIRITS, Addictions-caffeine, coffee, coke, chocolate, junk food, bad habits, craving excessive salt, starvation, overeating, snacking, picking, FAILURE SPIRITS, Abnormal childhood, bitterness, resentment, shipwreck, disaster, condemning, guilt, confused mind, controlled life, depression, disappointment, discouragement, frustration, gloom, shame, shame, unloved insecurity, inferiority, jealousy, envy, laziness, oppression, overwhelming, procrastination, problems, SPIRIT OF JEALOUSY, Anger-rage, revenge-spite, cruelty, contentions, murder, causes divisions, extreme competitiveness, jealousy, aggression, belittling, delusion, strife, slander, ENVY AND STRIFE, Jealousy, Hate Malice, war spirit, hatred, rioting, violence murder, suicide, seething, snap the mind/go mad, fear of showing love, fail at, corrupt, disobedient, deceiving, lies, evil-speaking, contentions, selfishness, competitive, angry, rage, revenge, wrath, quarrel, argumentative, rebel, DEMONIC PROBLEMS (Perverse Spirit, Through sexual partnership with affected people, wounded spirit, sex perversion, repulsiveness, chronic worrier, hater of God, evil actions, filthy minded, incubus or succubus, sex with spirits, SPIRIT OF FEAR, heart Attacks, Fears-Phobias, Anxiety-Stress, Torment, Horror, Fear of Death, Untrustworthiness, Faithlessness, Nightmares, Terrors, Fear of Man, NERVE SPIRITS, Abnormal sensitivity, nervous breakdown, eating disorders, drugs, madness, malfunction of nervous system, hypertension, insecurity, insomnia-dreams, stress, apprehension, pressure, headache, hallucinations frigidity, fatigue, fear, SUPERIORITY SPIRITS, Aggression, animosity, belittling, criticism, cruelty, cursing, independence, judging, Jezebel, Ahab, murder, selfish, wickedness, IDOL WORSHIP, Graven Images, Movie stars, rock stars, computer games, Dungeons and Dragons, OPPRESSION BY OCCULTISM, Suicide, Nightmares, apparitions, occult games, voices, spirits of confusion, heavy mental music, OCCULT SPIRITS (False) Prophet and Rock music, sexual perversion, violence, carved image, MY NAME IS LEGION, “poltergeists, jewelry with occult symbolism and power, objects dedicated to demons (idols, artifacts, idols, incense, Buddha, hand carved objects from Africa or the Orient, Mexican sun gods or sun disks, Ouija boards, occult games, Dungeons and Dragons, all things connected with astrology, horoscopes, fortune telling, Occult books, pornographic materials, objects associated with witchcraft, good luck charms, cult religions such as, Metaphysics, Christian Science, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormonism, New Age Religions, Mind Sciences, Catholic Statues, Mason Bibles and paraphernalia, Diseases mentioned in the Bible, Barrenness, blindness, boils, leprosy, lameness, blemishes, flat nose, broken bones, crooked back, dwarfed, eczema, broken stones, scurry, consumption, fever, inflammation burning acne, itch, madness, botch, emerods, sunstroke, dysentery, atrophy, sores, bruises, venereal disease, palsy, epilepsy, impediment of speech, ulcers, infirmity, worms, impotency, death, BREAKING CURSES, brain damage, Blast, vex harrass or torment with great calamities, prayer, the Word, resistance, commanding, the blood of Jesus, faith, Regular Healing, Gifts of Healing, Baptism of the Holy Spirit, ask believing, God heals, Christ heals, Believers heals, discerning of the Person of Christ, Good and Man, Incarnation, Honor, Worship, Faith, Obedience, eternity, angels, Superiority of Jesus Christ , Christ is superior to the angels, High Priest, The angels worship Him, Virgin Birth, Death, Burial, Resurrection, Ascension, ENMA-A, YAMI, Angelic worship, Sovereignty, righteousness, Angelic War, Creator of all worlds, Millennium, Christology, Origin of Sin, Christ Alone Sinless, Christ’s Deity, Man’s Salvation, Is Jesus the Savior, Heavenly Places in Christ, Doctrines of the Work of Jesus Christ, Hillary Clinton Can Women preach, Jesus Christ’s Offices, Jesus Christ’s Work, Christ’s Nature, The Way of Salvation, Conversion and Repentance, Great Price, Redeemed From the Curse, Purged With Blood, Preaching of the Cross, Faith, Blessings, the way of Cain, Paul Cain, Kansas City Prophets, WIND OF CHANGE, Imprint of God, Eternity, "Disney, The Chronicles of Narnia, the Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe and Time Warner’s Lord of the Rings –Harry Potter movies, Prince Caspian, Charismatic meetings, gold dust, silver, rosy pearls, jewels, steal the souls, deluded Christians, EMMAN-O, judge of the dead, sins of those who are sentenced to purgatory, degree of their punishments, killed an innocent, boiling cauldron full of molten metal,
pilgrimage to each of the 33 shrines of the goddess of mercy, evil they have done will disappear, portrayed less pitiless, returns life, Festival of the Dead, the sea is full of shoryobuni ('soul ships'), high tide brings a flood of returning ghost, spirit world, The sea is luminescent with the light these souls emit, their whispering can be heard, ghosts are embarking, no human ship should come near, water demons, soul-covered sea, ghosts will ask for pails, sailors, Emma-O is used as a bogeyman to scare little children,